Persol 2013 Collection.
Contemporary spirit and vintage soul.
The new Persol 2013 collection plays out in four distinct themes that reinterpret the extraordinary heritage of the
long-standing Italian brand, but with a vintage twist. A place of honor is reserved for the iconic 649, Persol’s most iconic
model and a cult classic since 1957, the year of its creation. Persol celebrates its design with new, more lightweight, optical
and sun versions.
Bold and squared profiles and tactile thicknesses from front to temple end characterize the new sculptured effect that
brings the brand’s archive from the ‘60s back to life through models with a strong personality. In its ongoing quest to
express an authentically vintage spirit, Persol has also perfected a tumbling process that creates an Antique finish. An
exquisitely tactile and natural sensation that evokes the allure of a timeless vintage eyewear piece and is skillfully achieved
as a result of a multi-phase production process that includes polishing and microabrasion with crystal spheres.
Two new models boast a Victor Flex bridge, a feature that stands as an example of the technical details that have
long-guaranteed the comfort and perfect fit of Persol eyewear.
And finally, the Reflex Edition series inspired by the famous cameras is now available in an optical version.

EVOLUTION OF AN ICON
PO 9649V
Making its debut in an optical version, the 9649 model celebrates the iconic
649 but with a sleeker and lighter design, weighing in at 7gr less than the
original.
Exclusive details like the Mini Supreme Arrow and a pared-down version of
the Victor Flex, the unmistakable three-notch bridge, are technical features
that bear witness to Persol’s commitment to comfort and elegance.
he PO 9649V in fact offers 2 different caliber options to fit any face perfectly.
Available in four different colors: from classic glossy black and glossy havana
to vintage Terra di Siena and Virginia Tobacco.
PO 9649S
A unisex model dedicated to those who love the line of the 649, but prefer a
lighter design.
The 9649 model offers a modern take on the iconic 649 with a more supple,
sleeker design, yet retains all of the model’s stylistic value and exclusive details
such as the Mini Supreme Arrow and a pared-down version of the Victor Flex,
the unmistakable three-notch bridge.
Available in: glossy black and glossy havana – both with the option of standard
and polarized lenses – or vintage shades of Terra di Siena and smoky brown
havana.

VICTOR FLEX
PO 3059S
This men’s sun model boasts a squared silhouette and a sleek and lightweight
design. Maximum fit and comfort is guaranteed thanks to the technical
features that typify the brand, such as the flexible Victor Flex bridge, which
follows the contours of the face, and the unsurpassed evolution of the
Meflecto temples. Another unmistakable element of Persol’s unique style
includes the metal arrow. Available in Vintage Celebration shades of coffee
and Terra di Siena. Polarized lenses available on two models.
PO 3059V
This optical men’s model is streamlined and lightweight, and is characterized
by a squared design. The optimum fit is achieved thanks to Persol’s exclusive
technical details, including the Victor Flexbridge – created in the ‘30s – and the
unsurpassed evolution of the Meflecto temples that adapts to the contours of
the face. Another unmistakable detail includes the metal arrow. The model is
available with or without polarized lenses in Vintage Celebration colors: coffee,
honey and Virginia Tobacco.

SCULPTURED EFFECT
PO 3064S
The ultra-feminine, cat’s eye shape is boldly underscored by Persol’s new
sculptured effect. The thick frame is a throwback to the ‘60s and offers a
modern and daring reinterpretation of the brand’s archive. The metal arrow
and Meflecto temples complete the distinguishing features of this model,
available with the new Antique finish in the colors havana and streaked
havana to further enhance the tactile quality of the material.
Also available in glossy black and havana and streaked blue and havana.
Polarized lenses on request.
PO 3065S
The squared and wide profile of this sun model reinterprets Persol’s historical designs, with details unique only to Persol, like the metal arrow and
Meflecto temples. The allure of the thick, ‘60s-inspired frame is heightened
by the “sculptured effect”, which lends a boldly tactile element and delivers
a “look & feel” quality that is underscored even further by the exclusive
Antique finish available in black, havana and blue. Also available in the
colored version, coffee.
PO 3060V
A rectangular model with a bold profile inspired by Persol’s historical
archive. The sculpted effect of the thick frame imbues the piece with
personality and authenticity. The tactile quality of the gently rounded edges
is enhanced even more in the streaked honey and havana version with Antique
finish. Stylistic details typical of the brand such as the metal arrow and
Meflecto temples characterize this sober and elegant men’s model. Available
in the new vintage tone, honey.

REFLEX EDITION
PO 3046V
The extraordinary intuition that led to the creation of the Reflex Edition
models – inspired by famous vintage reflex cameras – is taken to another
level with this new optical model. The retro design of the frame is
reinterpreted in a harmonious combination of acetate and metal to create a
stylishly modern look. Bearing the unmistakable Persol arrow on the hinges
and on the bridge, the PO 3046V is available in 2 different calibers to suit
any face shape. Two new color options round out the offering: pale yellow
havana and beige.
PO 3046S
Inspired by cult-classic reflex cameras, this model fuses vintage style and
modern sophistication by elegantly combining acetate and metal.
The front features a gleaming Persol arrow, which is repeated at the base of
the metal bridge. Available in classic tones, as well as in the new colors pale
yellow havana and beige.
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Luxottica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica Group is a leader in premium, luxury and sports eyewear with approximately 7,000 optical and sun retail stores in North America, Asia-Pacific, China, South
Africa, Latin America and Europe, and a strong, well-balanced brand portfolio. Proprietary brands include Ray-Ban, the world’s most famous sun eyewear brand,
Oakley, Vogue Eyewear, Persol, Oliver Peoples, Alain Mikli and Arnette, while licensed brands include Giorgio Armani, Bulgari, Burberry, Chanel, Coach, Dolce &
Gabbana, Donna Karan, Polo Ralph Lauren, Prada, Starck Eyes, Tiffany and Versace. In addition to a global wholesale network involving 130 different countries, the
Group manages leading retail chains in major markets, including LensCrafters, Pearle Vision and ILORI in North America, OPSM and Laubman & Pank in AsiaPacific, LensCrafters in China, GMO in Latin America and Sunglass Hut worldwide. The Group’s products are designed and manufactured at its six manufacturing
plants in Italy, two wholly owned plants in the People’s Republic of China, one plant in Brazil and one plant in the United States devoted to the production of sports
eyewear. In 2012, Luxottica Group posted net sales of more than Euro 7.0 billion. Additional information on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.
Safe Harbor Statement
Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements
involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated. Such risks and uncertainties include,
but are not limited to, the ability to manage the effects of the current uncertain international economic outlook, the ability to successfully acquire and integrate new
businesses, the ability to predict future economic conditions and changes to consumer preferences, the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, the
ability to maintain an efficient distribution system, the ability to achieve and manage growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favourable license agreements, the
availability of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses, fluctuations in exchange rates, changes in local conditions, the ability to protect intellectual property, the
ability to maintain relations with those hosting our stores, computer system problems, inventory-related risks, credit and insurance risks, changes to tax regimes as well
as other political, economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties referred to in Luxottica Group’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. These forward looking statements are made as of the date hereof and Luxottica Group does not assume any obligation to update them.

